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Let's go once more. 'The roads in Arcadia county are mostly dirt.'

Good line. I like it. Now... think. The roads. They're flat and lumpy

where the asphalt caves in, making potholes, crumbling at the edges.

"Asphalt? You said they were mostly dirt.''

Well, they are. Red clay dirt, dusty in the summer blowing up in

clouds around the tail of your car as it bumps along the ruts. Gravel,

thinly spread on the hard-packed earth, sprays out from under tires, leaving

bare spots to muddy in the rain. It gathers in ditches along the roads and

buries in the mud of summer thunderstorms and February thaws.

The snow thaws. It thaws. In the winter, tractors pushing scrapers

shove the snow, broken, to the sides of the roads. Mud-bloodied and chewed,

it lies stiffly erect as a frozen corpse against the grey asphalt under a

dead grey January sky.

"Asphalt again. What is it with asphalt?"

It's rough and chunky, not smooth like an interstate or tidy as a

neighborhood street. It oozes tar in July that sticks to your feet walking

barefoot, burning callouses and bruising heels. It's... well, the best I

can say is that it's outdoors. Interstates and streets are somehow sheltered,

maintained and modernized attentively by tax payers. People don't pay much

taxes in Arcadia. They live in the downstairs rooms of sagging farmhouses

with comic strips stuck to the walls or in metal clapboard FHA houses that

rust at the edges like the cars in the yard. The roads are neglected, ig-

nored except for niggardly sprinklings of gravel or makeshift patches that

remind you of wide, treadworn tires on a wartime bike.

"Good. Don't get caught up in the image. More.

"
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Arcadia roads are outside. They're part of the land, abused by the

weather, confusing the animals that cringe wide-eyed or scuttle at the

wheels of occasional cars and rattling trucks. I've seen a turkey waddling

with heavy brown wings across the road in front of me, driving in the mid-

afternoon. Torn black and white skunks get ground into the pavement after

ragged, wrinkled faced vultures have communally picked at their bones.

"But the people, the people. What about them?"

Country men with bruised eyes like Elvis Presley and sinewy brown arms.

Old black men, whose faces close bunched around yellow veined eyes. Their

fingers are thick with horny pink nails and dusty rose palms. They dress

in rumpled cotton layers of faded green-grey and wear sweat stained hats,

bent brimmed. They farm, plowing and bailing with ancient tractors and

wooden flatbeds. The women eat French fries and wear lavendar polyester

pants suits.

''There goes your idealism. Polyester.''

I know, I know. How can I write about the roads, the feeling they give

me, without ignoring the present-day reality of Arcadia? I'm caught up in

the strangeness, the otherness, of a world which exists so separately, yet

simultaneously, with the life I know on the earth. The television, credit

card moderness of today just glosses over the lines of distinction between

two ways of being which I believe with my eyes and my skin are radically

different

.

There are some things that are a part of you. Rhythm, beat, movement,

electricity. Jungle soft darkness; a large cat lolling strong on a branch,

eyes glowing, paws flexing claws back and forth, back and forth. That

Southern heat: thick, heavy with flower smell at night, flat with the

strength of the sun on bare shoulders during the day. I see myself lieing





by the pool sucking the seeds out of a watermelon, spitting them carelessly

onto the grass, smiling slowly. Talking like Zelda. "Maybe I will and

maybe I won't. Try and make me. ' There's something delicious about being

made to...

In the country where everything is poor and red clay, the men have dark,

bruised eyes. Soft, full, lower lids and slow voices. Thick hands with

callouses, flat, blunt nails and square wrists. They take you slowly, care-

lessly, but they know what's going on. They know what they're doing to you,

but you aren't sure whether they much care. They drive old pick-ups and

Chevrolets, with old cloth seats, springs and grey cotton stuffing sticking

out through the rips. The windows don't roll all the way up and there's a

shotgun on a rack in the back of the cab.

A man takes you to the movies. In the back of the truck are cinder-

blocks. Both getting out of the truck, he goes to the back and pulls out

two beers from the holes in the cinderblocks. You drink it slowly, watching

him as he gulps it, one mouthful at a time, watching you. You roll the grit

from the cinderblock on the top of the can around between your teeth and your

tongue. You lean your head on the back of the seat and stare up at the far

away ceiling of the theater. The movie mumbles as he runs his hand up and

down your leg underneath your skirt. You keep your head back, sitting very

still. 'You 'bout ready to go?' You are- You watch the floor boards as

you drive along the two lane road, blacktop crumbling at the edges into the

night.

"You're relating to it all too much on the level of fantasy, as an out-

sider. Try to think about what it's like to be one of those men. Give the

piece a real beginning."

I'll try; here goes.





The roads in Arcadia county are mostly dirt. They wind in and out

between the property lines, over fields, between woods. Although inost of

the land is owned in large portions by a few people, the soil is poor, and

tends to be acid. The only way to really make the land pay off is to grow

trees; most people can't wait that long. They go along farming in the same

way their fathers did, and their fathers before them. Fescue, corn, feeder

cattle, some rye; it's not horse country around here, and a man could lose

his shirt doing nothing but livestock these days.

Myself, 1 grow apples. There's not a whole lot of money in it, in fact,

it seems like there's never anything but work to keep my head above water.

Business is good, as far as it goes. My father planted these orchards back

in the Twenties, and we've had a steady market built up, wholesaling out of

Richmond. Still, between early frosts and late winters, rainy summers and

dry springs, it's never easy.

I grew up in Arcadia county, and have lived here all my life. I've

been helping with the apples since I was a boy. When I went off to the Uni-

versity, I always came back summers to work. Majored in English; was going

to law school. Then Dad had a stroke, falling off the loading dock. I quit

law school after my first terra, to come back and help run the farm. By that

time, it was only my father, and myself.

He had made me full partner in the business, and promised me his half

when he died. I gave up the idea of law school, thinking I could make some

money in apples.

I stayed in Arcadia, going to parties at the club in Richmond occasionally,

seeing a couple of local girls. Nothing ever came of them, though. They all

wanted the fine life; couldn't put up with the dirt and the bugs and the last

year's clothes of the country. And when it comes down to It, I loved this





life. The early mornings, with the smell of apple blossoms In the Spring,

so sweet It could take your breath away; the hunting and the fishing; the

waters of the James when it rose, all ruddy from the rains... I wasn't

going to give it up for any woman, to sit in some office in Richmond, doing

some desk job, watching the clock. Enough of my college buddies had gone

that route for me to see that wasn't the life.

So I stayed on, taking care of Dad. He'd gotten in a bad way towards

the end. He'd recovered enough from his stroke to get around on his cane,

but he'd taken to drinking, and that made him mean. At first I tried hiding

the liquor from him, but either he'd find it, or else he'd get someone, one

of the help, to go into town and get him some. I'd find bottles stashed all

over the house; under his chair, behind the gun rack. Not that he did much

to me, mind you; just get himself so worked up when I wasn't doing something

the way he wanted, I was afraid he'd have another stroke. After awhile I

gave up on him, and avoided him as much as possible. Then as he got older,

arthritis bent him so, he could barely get around from his chair by the fire

to the liquor cabinet and back. Every night, I'd have to help him up the

stairs to bed, and it was a lot easier to do that once he'd passed out or

fallen asleep in his chair.

Well, one night in the beginning of February, still cold as ever outside,

I was out at a dinner party at a farm near town. I came back late, having

had a bit to drink myself, and went to get Dad upstairs. I was thirty two

at the time. I don't care how young and callous, or how old and seasoned,

no man could be prepared for what I saw when I went into the living room.

Dad was sprawled out on the carpet, his legs twisted up together. His cane

had been thrown to one side of the hearth. His jacket was charred black, and

his head and torso lay on top of the red remains of the dying fire. It's a





wonder the whole room hadn't caught.

I ran and lifted him up onto the rug. I can't even talk about what I

saw, even now. 1 dropped him, and half staggered to the front door for air.

I was sick in the hall, before I could even reach it. I'm not ashamed; any

man would have done the same. I will never forget the sight as long as I

live. As soon as I could, I called the Rescue Squad, and drank a half a

bottle of Scotch before they got there. The Coroner's statement was that the

death was accidental, caused by his simi-parylitic state, compounded by his

drunkenness at the time. What a way to go.

"You're abandoning your main character because he's not what you intended.

With his University education and his country club parties, he's a far cry

from an old black man share cropping,'

I don't know enough about men; I need all those other details, the

drama to make it interesting.

"Do you? You're just getting away from your point. Go at it from a

woman's point of view, if that's what you're comfortable with."

"Country women wear cotton shifts and bare feet. You're fourteen, think-

ing about maybe marrying that guy who comes down the road at evening and sits

on the porch, looking out at the fields,"

"Hold on. This is the perfect setting for a rewrite of God's Little Acre .

Look at a courtship scene in a contemporary setting,"

In 1980 you drive your car to the Luv'n Oven and tease with Steve Pace

over the counter. You wear knee socks and platform shoes. He works down

at the Uniroyal plant doing swing shift. He graduated from Arcadia High

last year. Summertimes he helps his daddy cut hay; winters he cuts firewood

with his cousin Buddy. You're going to get a job up at Leggett. Your

grandmother wears lavendar polyester dresses to the Methodist Church on





Sundays.

Ray Lamb cook off his clothes at the laundromat last fall; they had to

put him away for awhile. Now he's back, crazy as ever with those wild

looking shiny blue eyes. His mother frets some, says they gave him some

pills to take, but he don't take them. He comes in, walking on the lino-

leum floor with long bare brown feet, long bare brown legs, cutoffs, a

bare chest and a crazy white-toothed grin. It's a pity about him. He looks

good; all brown, with brown hair hanging over his ears, thin muscly arms.

But those eyes, those crazy pointing eyes.

Steve leaves. Ray leans over the counter at you, smiling from one side

to the other,

"Hey, honey you got any French fries?"

Yeah, you got 'em, large or small?

"Large, honey, large. With lots of katsup and salt."

He licks his lips with a pink tongue and keeps his eyes on you. You

turn around, businesslike, to carry the order back to Sonny, whose working

the cooker. In the back room, you whisper to him. He grins. He brings

the French fires to Ray and laughs at some joke. You watch Ray walk out

slowly with his fries, holding onto his belt loop with the hand holding the

white bag of fries. Sonny comes to the back where you're wiping the area of

the cooker with a rag, cleaning off the grease and salt.

"Hey, Jill, that Ray Lamb's sweet on you." He laughs, letting his

mouth hang open at the corner.

"Aw, get on with you. Sonny. He ain't nothing but a crazy boy." You

tilt your head and concentrate on a spot on the chrome.

"Yeah, he's that, and you'd better be watching It, old girl."

You hit him with a rag and he dodges out of reach behind the garbage





can. You go after him, and he grabs a broom from the wall and makes like

he's going to hit you with it. A voice calls from out front, so you throw

the rag at Sonny and go out, putting your hands to your hair to get it in

place. Sonny's a pain, but he's O.K. to work with.

Oh, that's not it, either.

"You can't seem to settle on a perspective. Don't give up you're not

happy putting yourself in Arcadia, look at it from the outside and see what

happens." Put some distance between yourself and the subject matter.

Going towards Richmond on Route 6, about ten miles outside of Fork

Union, you go through Arcadia Courthouse. The highway is narrow through

town, no better than a road. On either side of it, the buildings rise high,

red spattered grey stucco. The door sills are all about six feet above the

level of the pavement, built to anticipate the annual floods which swell the

James up onto the land. In some places the steps have collapsed and fallen

away, leaving doors hanging in air. The buildings are very old. During the

time when Scottsville was the capital of Albemarle county, a canal ran

through Arcadia going to Richmond. Barges went up and down the canal carry-

ing lumber, tobacco, and corn down river; bringing up staples, imports from

England, cloth, books, furniture, and slaves.

The Negros in Arcadia County had come, mainly, from a particular tribe

from the south west coast of Africa. They had been sold as a tribe captured

in war, and had come over on a slaver docking at Norfolk. In the early Spring

of 1712, Roderick Tolliaferro rode with his son down to Richmond, going to a

slave auction. He was the principle landowner in Arcadia, having received a

grant for one thousand five hundred acres from the Crown. Primogeniture forced

his exile from England, more than a love of the new Colonies.

"How much Michner have you read lately?" You ape his style, but the





historical detail, his trademark, is sloppy.

Historical fiction isn't the angle to approach Arcadia. I'm losing

the immediacy which makes up so much of the impact of my Impressions. My

language is becoming strained, watery. Most of all, it bores me.

"Yet you realize you've made an idealistic interpretation of your sub-

ject matter, an interpretation which you, yourself, place somewhere between

1920 and 1950."

I try to fight it. I've shown you one example, of a girl working in a

short order joint. I rejected that because, when it comes down to it, the

modern setting only highlights my distance in experience from the people I

want to write about.

"Stop trying to hide that distance. Keep in your own skin this time."

The sweat poured down the back of her neck, making strings of her hair,

sticking the cotton of her dress to her spine, as she drove through the

thick August heat. The day was dead yellow, the highway was grey, and

festoons of trumpet vine covered the trees and bushes along the roadside

with large, articulated green leaves. The radio was broken in her car, and

she clenched her teeth in the silence, the heavyness of the afternoon. There

were few other cars on the road; an occasional blue Chevrolet rattled past

her, filled with blacks, three small wooly heads rotating to watch her like

papier-mache dolls nodding on springs. She wished she had a pair of foam

dice hanging from her rearview mirror.

She wiped her forehead with the moisture condensed on a coke can and

put it back in the holder swinging from the dashboard. She lit a cigarette,

throwing the match out the window. Smoke made a haze against the windshield,

suspended in the stillness of the car.

Turning off at a road marked only by a small, numbered white plank, the
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car bumped along patched cement. On either side of the road were hay fields,

sodden and yellow from the rain, cut too late, covered in low swirls of grass

in the unending spirals of the mower. On the right was one block of uncut

hay, overgrown, woody and tough, still green. Back from it stood a house,

white, with thick pillars enclosing a low porch. It had a cool, dead look to

it, as it receded from sight back into the body of the building. As she

glanced up at the house, she thought it had the look of its owner, sitting

thick legged and slattern in an old dirty house dress, with a tight mouth

and hooded eyes staring blankly down at the deserted road. The hair on the

girl's arms raised slightly when she thought of old Mrs. Heaslip up there, her

crazy grandson Eugene lurking somewhere back in the woods.

"I'm noticing there's always aberration in this natural world of Arcadia.

It scares you a little, doesn't it?"

Yes. I'm going on.

Eugene was thirteen. He had red hair and freckles, and glassy blue eyes

that moved back and forth quickly. At age ten he'd stabbed his sister in the

leg with a kitchen knife, but they hadn't sent him away. Instead, he'd come

to live with his grandmother, his father's people, down in Arcadia County.

Her husband had a stroke one Spring falling off the back porch. He'd sat

twisted in the aluminum porch chair for two years, then he died.

That fall Eugene had come. When the leaves dried he tried to set fire

to the woods. The forester had come up to the house to speak to Mrs. Heaslip.

She nearly hit him with the wrench she threw, and told him to get the hell

away. All through the winter the light from the bonfires Eugene built at the

edge of the woods made shadows on the trunks of the trees. The girl had seen

it from the road at night. She remembered the flickering driving past, as

the house went out of sight.
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Her farm was the next one after the Heaslip place. She turned down

the dirt road past the bend, across the bridge of the river. Stopping the

car, she got out and went across the road to get the mail from the black

mailbox. She waited to cross back as a truck swung past her, honking Its

horn.

The approach to Vinehaven was through more hay fields. Her father had

cut two weeks earlier, before the rains, so the fields were knotty and chewed.

Hay had been low at the time, thirty-five cents a bale, but after those weeks

of thunderstorms, the price skyrocketed. It had been a third cutting, and a

good summer.

"You've stopped. What's the problem?"

I don't know what to say next. I'd imagined some story about a romance

developing over the summer with a Steve Pace sort of a guy. I imagined a

rape by Ray Lamb, a murder by Eugene. It's all too cliche sensationalist.

With my eyes I can look at the land; with my ears I can hear the voices and

stories of the people. I can't seem to put them together. Writing in dialect

comes out so forced and the very mystery of the way these people think makes

my characterization steriotypical and shallow.

"I think I might know what your problem is. All this time you've been

trying to avoid your world, escaping to Arcadia. If you can't write about

what you don't know, try something familiar."

The sweat poured down the back of her neck, making strings of her hair,

sticking the cotton of her dress to her spine as she drove through the thick

August heat. The day was dead yellow, the highway was grey, and festoons

of trumpet vine covered the trees and bushes with large, articulated green

leaves. The radio was broken in her car, and she clenched her teeth in the

silence, the heavyness of the afternoon. There were few other cars on the
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road; an occasional blue Chevrolet filled with blacks rattled past her,

three small woolly heads rotating to watch her like papier-mache dolls

nodding on springs. She wished she had a pair of foam dice hanging from

her rearview mirror.

The car was loaded up to go back to her senior year in college. A

large hanging plant hung from the hand grip by her head. It slid back and

forth as she took the curves in the road. Jammed into every crevice and

footwell were boxes, a typewriter, a tennis racket, random pairs of shoes.

Layers of clothes on hangers piled high to the roof, blocking all view.

She wiped her forehead with the moisture from a Tab can, and put it back

in the holder swinging from the dashboard. She lit a cigarette, throwing

the match out the window. Smoke made a haze against the windshield, sus-

pended in the stillness of the car.

The entrance of the college rose like a mirage as she rounded a corner.

Slowing down through the gates, she felt a queasy, lack-of -motion sickness.

Her mouth tasted like metal from the cigarettes and the Tab, and she thought

she would faint with the feverish drops on her forehead, the buzzing in her

ears. Getting out of the car, her legs felt numb; her calloused feet slid

impersonally against the leather soles of her thong sandals.

Inside the registration center, the refrigerated air smelt stale, unused.

Two long tables flanked the door, manned by some unfamiliar women. They were

only a few years out of college themselves, their faces bored and artificially

receptive. The girl signed a check, and deposited her room keys into her

open canvas pocket book.

'Thank you very much, Jill, It's nice to have you back with us this

year. You're a Senior, aren't you?"

"Yes, that's right. One more year to go... Did you all start here this
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summer?"

"Yes, we've been working on all the preparations for you girls since

the beginning of July."

"What a job! In this heat, too. I hope you were able to get some

time to use the lake."

"Oh, yes. We've had quite a nice time." The speaker looked like her

skin was made of dough, and her eyes had dark purple creases fanning out

from the bridge of her nose. Anemic brown hair clung to her skull in a

bowl cut, moving limply up and down as the speaker nodded her head.

"That's great. Well, thank you very much. Is dinner being served

tonight?" The girl's nausia rose in her throat.

"Yes, the first meal served to students on campus will be at five-thirty."

"Thank you so much. I'll be seeing you!"

The numbness had seeped through her whole body, as she got back into

her car, driving to her dorm. Great white pillars supported four floors of

porches, covered in wysteria. The porches had a cool dead look to them as

they receded from sight back into the body of the building. Looking up at

it, an old plantation house, the girl had always thought of rape; the sort

of thing that had happened long ago, now powdery with age and spots of rouge,

like an old woman with flowers on her hat in church. The porches were Victor-

ian, clenching at either side of the columns.

Taking her pocket book and Tab, the girl pushed open the front door and

climbed up the flight of stairs to her room. The walls were yellowed crerae,

like the window shade and the bare mattress. In one corner was a desk, the

varnish scored along the grain of the wood on top In pencil and ball point

pen. Two book shelves, their shelves stacked slanting inside them, waited

idly in the middle of the room. A bottle green armchair, its stuffing show-
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ing through shredded upholstery in the seat, sat with its back pressed

against the wall directly in front of her. A mirror lay on top of the

dresser, covered in dust and shriveled insects.

The girl went out onto the porch to escape. She sat heavily in one

of the wicker armchairs looking through the tangle of wysteria out at the

campus. Swinging a sandal from her toes, she lit a cigarette. The heat,

held at bay in the dark recess of the porch, left goosebumps along the

girl's tan arms. Rubbing them with her hands, she knew she was sick. She

always did this, whenever anything had to be faced: crowds of people with

summer stories and new photographs. She remembered when she was little hav-

ing girls stay at her house. She threw up and they wer.t: off to the pool

without her, leaving her lieing in a cool bedroom staring up at the ceiling,

holding her breath to be very still. Sighing, she knew It would pass.

After a cardboard dinner of hamburgers and thick potato salad, she went

back to her room. The dining hall had been filled with girls, laughing,

smoking over coffee, talking.

"Hey, Jill. How was the summer? Did you just get back? Why don't you

come over for a beer when you get done unpacking, around eight? Bob and

Rick and some other guys are coming over..."

"O.K. thanks. I was at home all summer, working..," It all seemed too

much to explain. Hiding behind the past tense, the author speaks for herself,

1 slip guiltily back into narration.

The heat, feeling her shoulders as she hoed in the garden, dancing

barefoot in the black mud at the fraternities ... The summer was nothing

really; one continuous hum of cicadas. Junior Walker and the Allstars,

driving fast on country roads drinking beer, sweaty kissing with a boy who

was going to work for his brother-in-law selling cars when he graduated. She
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had wanted to go up North, to Fisher's Island or Nantucket, going in with

some girls on an apartment at the beach. Her mother forbid her- The lazy

rebelliousness of the summer left her blank, without motivation. She casu-

ally considered graduation with a ring on her finger and a nice little brick

house in town. She hadn't picked up a book in three months.

Her room was lit with a single lamp on her desk. A long legged mosquito

bobbed against the creme colored shade while the crickets rasped outside.

She pulled up her hair in a knot at the back of her head with an elastic, and

walked around the wooden floor barefoot. Her clothes hung in the closet,

bright Lilly cottons and soft old khakies. Her sweaters were arranged accord-

ing to color on the shelf above the hanger bar, her shoes standing in neat

rows on the floor. The order gave her satisfaction; in a week she knew she

would be wading through piles of papers, half filled ashtrays, and crumpled

sweatpants. It seemed she was always too busy to clean up. Her stereo, the

first thing she unpacked, sat on the floor blaring Diana Ross. She hadn't

seen who else was living at her end of the hall.

The porch door slammed open, and girls' voices, obviously drunk, came

towards her room.

"Jesus, McCabe, where the hell is your key?"

''I don't know, you asshole. Oh, here it is. Wait a second... O.K.

Here we go... Ta Da! Home sweet home!

'

"Oh, God, what a pit."

Through her half open door, she could see a barelegged girl slouched

against the wall in the hallway, dangling some cans of beer by the plastic

rings of a six pack. Her blonde hair piled messily under a shapeless straw

hat, trailing tendrils down her back. The other one, McCabe, giggled inside

the room. The noise reverberated against the bare walls.
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"Claire, you wouldn't believe the picture on this closet door. You've

just got to come here and see it!

"

The girl in the hat disappeared.

"Well, Jesus, McCabe, they knew you were coming. Must have called in

a decorator."

"Just look at the size of his..." More giggling.

Jill held her breath as she moved quietly over to her desk and sat

down. She was deeply engrossed in the college handbook when a knock on the

door pushed it open.

"Somebody's in here... Oh, hello."

Sarah looked up. "Hi. You all just get in?"

"Yeah. Janice, come meet your neighbor," Claire shouted over her

shoulder. "Want to come skinny dipping with us?"

Janice came to the door. "Oh, hey. Do you want to come? My name Is

Janice... who are you?"

"Jill Taliaferro."

"You live over here last year?"

"No, I was on North side. How about you?"

"I was in New York last year. Claire lived here, but now she's stuck

in Spence, way the hell and gone with all those freshmen."

"Yes, damn it all. You know if anyone's in the room next to you?'

"1 couldn't say. I just got in this afternoon and ..."

Janice and Claire had come into the room at this point. Claire was

eyeing the open closet. "Jesus! Take a look at this... I have never, in

all my born days... you like bright colors?"

Jill leapt out of her chair, almost involuntarily. She stood next to

Claire. Side by side they looked into the closet.
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''Oh, yes, can't you tell? Why look... Lilly, Lilly and of course I

couldn't be without those Greenwich Green corduroys. " Jill leaned over and

started pulling clothes out of their neat hanging order. She felt light-

headed and her voice sounded like it was coming from somewhere among the

sweaters.

"Look here,' she waved her arm up at the sweaters, letting the pink and

orange dress in her hand fall back rumpled against the body of clothes in

the closet. 'You see we've got crew necks and cardigans, cable knit and

patchwork. I'm sorry to say no monograms. But of course there's always

the shoes. Do notice the battered L.L. Bean's and the eight pairs of Jaques

Cohen espadrilles. .
.

'

Claire and Janice stood looking at her, mouths open, not sure whether

to laugh. Jill stepped away from the closet, tingling self -consciousness.

"Well, there you have a tour of my closet. It saves you from having to

wait to see the stuff on me. I believe I could safely rank an eight on the

prep scale." She smiled.

The two girls started laughing, the joke fairly sure.

"That's some neighbor you've got there, McCabe."

"Geeze..." Janice hadn't quite recovered her composure. She giggled

and said quickly, "Come on, we're going skinny dipping down at Che lake.

With Steve Raymond." He was a teacher at the college. Jill didn't know him,

but knew he was about fifty and married.

"No thanks. I've still got a lot of stuff to do around here. You all

go on..."

"You sure you don't want to come? It'll be real fun..."

"No, that's O.K. I'll catch you all later."

"Well, do you want a beer?" Claire pulled one off the ring.
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"Here you go. Have fun."

The two girls pushed out into the hall, leaving the room empty as a

vacuum. Jill sat back on the chair and took a long pull at her beer. She

felt terrible. The girls had been so... spontaneous. She felt tired and

alone and frustrated with herself. It seemed she moved on another plane

than everyone else; an isolated awareness that stood off from even her own

actions, cynically pointing out the inanity of it all. Finishing her beer,

she felt drugged. She left the can on her desk, peeling off her clothes

and draping them over the back of the chair. She crawled between sheets

slightly mildewy from a summer in the garage, wearing an old nightgown of

her mother's.

At two o'clock Janice giggling on the phone woke her up.

"George? George? This is me... Janice... Did I wake you up? Geeze,

I'm sorry. Listen, George, we are having the wildest time down here. Yes,

I'm at school. Got in today... Claire is here... No, she's over in Spence...

Listen, she wants to speak to you..."

Jill rolled over and put her head under her pillow. She knew she

wouldn't get along with Janice.

"At that point she might have known she wouldn't get along with Janice,

but it seems like she's just Jealous. I notice how you only start calling

her by name once she comes into contact with other characters. Are you still

carrying this objective distance a little too far?'

What else can I do? In identifying with my subject matter, I want as much

narrative distance as possible between myself and my heroine. It still doesn't

work. The world I was writing about; a private woman's college where people

can talk in brand names, this world is too specific. My relation to my heroine
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aside, I need a more universal subject matter...

'Are you giving up on Arcadia?"

For the time being. It's too alien, and yet too close. Something

International would be nice, maybe a story set In England... Oh, but I'm

sick of It all. I never seem to be able to get a hold of what I'm aiming

for. For example. I keep waiting for "grown up" to happen to me.

Suddenly one morning I'll look around and my room/apartraent/house will

be together. Well watered plants will hang from luclte holders In the large

bow front window looking out onto some modernly fashionable urban street.

My rug will be vacuumed, and my upholstery will be fresh and new. The latest

novels (Important) and worthwhile old classics will sit straight, spines in

a row, on a white enameled shelf. There will be a piece of terra cotta sculp-

ture on a stand in the corner of the room. In my bedroom, masses of pillows

with shams ruffling will lie carefully on the chaise/director's chair next

to the desk In my bedroom.

I'll open my eyes at seven-thirty, awakened by an alarm clock playing

music, and will stretch, smiling at the ceiling. I'll sit up, adjust the

strap of my nightgown, and rub a hand down my arm from the elbow to the

shoulder. I won't weigh a pound over 118. I'll slip on a bathrobe and

brush my teeth In the bathroom, examining pink gums In the lights of the

overhead. I'll take a steamy shower and be out In ten minutes. A towel

wrapped around my head, I'll go Into the kitchen and pour myself some orange

juice. I'll put a piece of whole wheat melba In the toaster, and plop an

egg In to poach. I'll flip on the television to watch Good Morning America,

and I'll comb my hair as I make little critical commentaries on the show in

my mind.

My icebox will be well stocked, but not overflowing. I'll always have a
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wedge of Brie on hand, ripening, apples, grapes (seedless), whole wheat

wafers, Perrier water, gin, vodka, scotch, orange juice, exotic lagers

(Moose Head Canadian), Concentrate cerial, Twinings Earl Grey Breakfast

and Gunpowder, Jasmine for the exotic moments, tea, instant coffee, a

yogurt maker, a food processor (at least an efficient blender), pasta in

a box; green noodle, and lean meat from the butcher wrapped in white paper.

On the walls I'll have paintings done by friends, and sculpture found in

junk shops. The apartment won't be large, but very, very clean.

In a corner somewhere, my bedroom, or an alcove off of the eating area,

will be an old, institutional weight desk, with my typewriter (needlepoint

cover?), stack of fresh white paper, dictionary, Sarum, Notable Quotations,

A Very Old Magazine (circa 1928- '32), and boxes of matches lined up neatly

in a row in the top drawer. I'll probably still be smoking, perhaps a little

less frantically. Rule: only two before noon; one with morning tea or coffee,

one at ten-thirty coffee break. I'll be working somehwere, somewhere I can

still wear black turtlenecks and tan skirts and brown clogs. My hair will

be about shoulderlength, aided a bit perhaps in its blondeness, straight.

In short, ray appearance will stay much the same, except that my skirts will

get regularly dry cleaned, I will have lost nearly twenty pounds, and my

wardrobe will be souped up with a few $400,00 silk dresses. Real pearls,

damnit. As big as I've always worn my fakes. Diamond stud earrings. School

rings, same as ever. Little other jewelry. Somehow I'll have found a way

around my hatred of salads... a cucumber for lunch? I'll have found a squash

team to play on, nearby, so I don't have to slog around late at night.

Why do I compensate for urban paranois? This sounds like every stereo-

type I've been fed from Glamour magazine to An Unmarried Woman . And I so

dislike the self-consciousness of the lives those women lead... probably
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because they all share the same consciousness. The point is, I'll be tidier,

more disciplined, a little cooler, cat faced, energetic, hygenic. And I

won't go out of my gourd?!!? I'm afraid to ask who I'm kidding.

On the other hand, I know I occasionally glorify a Cold Comfort Farm

sort of life: dirt under my fingernails and an uneasy sojourn in a fifteen

year old suit up to New York once a year. Although I've been known to dabble

in rusticity upon occasion, under duress, boasting about It loudly after the

fact, 1 have yet to prove to myself that I would lean that way given my own

Inclination. I think the major thing that appeals to me about the whole way

of life is the freedom to have dirty hair, and to get drunk without having

to drive anywhere afterwards. 1 seriously doubt I'd use the opportunity to

grow my own dope.

Now, realistically, given the same apartment set up in the last vignette,

I'd wake up at 8:30 holding my head after a two o'clock bedtime. I'd fight

my way through piles of clothes on the floor to the bathroom where I'd struggle

briefly with a cockroach for my toothbrush. I'd lose, and would shamble into

the kitchen, scratching my hair that needs to be washed, pouring myself a

glass of O.J. in the untended recepticle of my last night's Scotch. I'd sip

it down staring into the brick wall of the building next to mine, through the

window over my sink. A sickly Wandering Jew with yellow leaves would hang

out of an old Perrier bottle on the windowsill. No curtains. I'd put the

glass back Into the sink, on top of the dishes already comfortable there, and

go back to the bedroom. I'd flick the stereo radio on to the local soul station,

I've already had complaints from the neighbors about the volume. Then I'd

take my shower, using the only thing sacred in the apartment... a clean, dry,

thick terry towel, large. With a monogram. Fifteen minutes to get to work.

I'd rush back into the bedroom, root among the cloths cleared off the bed the
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night before, fish out a wrinkled wool skirt and a turtleneck, put on a

pair of runned stockings, comb out my hair, grab my portfolio (somehow It

seems I'd have a portfolio... don't know of what) and out the door. I'd

spend four minutes fumbling at the lock; don't have a cigarette because its

too cold. Push open the doors to the office; no one notices me, except may-

be to nod knowingly. They're used to it. I put my coat on the rack behind

my chair, toss the portfolio down on my desk, and go out to the ladies' room

to put on my make up. Still waiting for real pearls, still waiting to be

grown up, still waiting to write.

I'm sitting in a room, mad, mad, mad. Ravel's "La Valse" has been

circling around, distorting every thirteen to seventeen minutes. I danced

to it in front of the mirror, mimiclng softness, aping deterioration, death

by hanging. I wore a black turtleneck with black tights and pearls. My body

has changed so much since I was a little girl, stick skinny with flailing

limbs, dancing on my aunt's Caucasian rug, next to the piano. Sometimes she

played, hunching her shoulders back and forth into the music, looking off into

the room. Other times, alone in the house, I put on records, thick waxy ones,

and danced by myself, barefooted or in socks, getting burns on the balls of

my feet as I slid and leaped.

1 think tomorrow I'll reform, start a diet, drink no alcohol, smoke no

cigarettes. I'll get back being eight, slashing into air. Made more ferocious

by the understanding of the music in more sinister terms, the whites of my eyes

enlarged by the sharpness of my cheekbones, the slacking of my mouth as I swing

by an invisible rope made more ugly, scarlike, with the tightness of the rest

of my face. I think I could do it for that, for Ravel tortions. Otherwise,

the usual reasons for reform, articles' in womens magazines', concerned friends

leave me flat eyed. I loathe people feeling virtuous at my expense.
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The only thing I remember from school Is a line from, I believe It's

Elliot, some deep and frightening poet, 'In the room the women come and go

talking of Michelangelo." The lecturer was a beautiful young Oxford darling,

with golden hair, a classic profile, a willowy body, and loosely rolled

sleeves of cotton revealing glowing muscled forearms. It was said that he

was Intimate with Philip Larkin. Or else he was Philip Larken, I didn't

quite catch. I folded my book and hugged it in my lap when he walked into

the hall. He had a smile like Peter must have had. He opened his mouth.

"In the room the women come and go talking of Michelangelo, ' He repeated

it. And again. I never heard anything else during the entire lecture. I

understood what the women meant. What Elliot meant. What he meant. Spon-

taneous forgiveness that he, he, should be telling me that. Oh, but he was

cruel, though. Cruel and removed and revelling in it, like Apollo In the

sun. So that's what I got out of school.

Small things are what clutter my head. I went into the bathroom and

found a penny shining copper in a puddle from the shower on the black and

white floor. I picked it up, prying it from the wetness with my fingernails.

Then I realized that it was face side down. Some told me once that it was

bad luck to pick up a penny without Lincoln's face turned up. Unfortunately,

I'm superstitious. I put the coin back, pressing it into the water, face

side down. A penny for my thoughts.

There was the most extraordinary bird in the Rector's garden. It was

black, with a large ugly head and a black beak. When it opened its throat

it sounded as if a hand was squeezing it around the middle, making a noise

as if it was gagging and would like to throw up. Squeeze bird. I think it

was a rook, hereditary companion to gargoyles and black robes. Probably

carniverous, carrion feeder type cousin to the crow. All the decaying fare
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you can eat. He must have been a glutton.

There's a story I'm suppose to tell you. Lets see I was at a dinner

party seven years ago, rather a nice affair; liquor after dinner in a room

with lined draperies and brass ball andirons; that sort of thing. In days

gone bye, the room would have been a drawing room. Too assured for a parlour.

Forget exactly how the hostess gracefully hinted that we should all move into

the nameless room. It was assumed, I suppose, saving anyone the embarrassment

of having to describe our destination after the frappe.

"You know, that room through the doors, the one with the Imitation

Chinese import vase lamps. She doesn't realize, you know. And that atrocious

Gothic child's chair by the fireplace, looks like it runs about the house

screaming at night!"

Our hostess, was lovely. Very cordial, and anxious that everyone should

be especially comfortable. 'You're sure we can't get you anything?" I es-

pecially liked the way she used the royal "we". Perfectly natural, honestly,

and sweet. The men milled around in front of the fireplace, laughing con-

fidentially with a lot of 'old man's' and 'exact ly ' s. '' It was right out of

Kipling.

But I'm suppose to be telling a story. I'll start at the beginning. At

the age of twenty I cleverly convinced the local Lecture's Society to send

me to Oxford for a summer of academia and cultural immersion. Inimediately

I reread Portrait of a Lady for a little background and formed the image of

Vanessa Redgrave striding through a courtyard in a red gown from Julia . Cam-

bridge or Oxford, no matter. All my relatives, a bit muddled, boasted about

my winning a Rhodes Scholarship. I became very superior, and slid easily

into an English accent before I ever crossed the Atlantic. My teachers were

nice to me. People started giving me bits of anglophilia for going away
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presents. 1 bought a plane ticket and called to a small town near Henley

for a room at the Red Roebuck Bed and Breakfast. They have been putting

the Yale rowing team up in Nettlebed for seventeen years. I couldn't under-

stand why the voice on the other end of the line was so accomodating.

"Yes, of course we'll reserve a room right away. No deposit necessary.

No, no problem, none at all."

I thought it must be the famous British manners. Man, this is going

to be the life. Turned out the room was reserved for me because it was

assumed I was associated with the Yale team. 1 wish.

Now I want to stop this narration to complain. Gerschwin's 'Rhapsody

in Blue" is on now, rolling and declimating in precise firm tones. Why can't

my writing always be like that, accurate and vital? Hemingway's bit of bone

against torn white boxer shorts. "American in Paris" leaps and skips and

spins, tailor made for Gene Kelly's muscular arabesques. What is it to say

1 want muscular writing? There are so many other variations of controlled

temperament in written work... deliberate softness, arrogance, and on and on.

Wow Wow Wow. Striding down the Champs Elysees, swinging a cane. Feeling

fine, the talk of the town. Carnation in my buttonhole. My shadow prances

to my side. Flash later. The night noise and bustle of Paris, taxis' claxon's

blaring, red and green lights flashing. It could be New York, but it's Paris

because the couples laughing and rushing through the traffic retain that

exuberance of a soldier on leave. The girls clutch bouquets by the stems

to their chests, as they are rushed across the Rue de Bac before the line

of cars leap from the light. They skid to a walk as they reach the bridge

over the Seine, across from the Tullleris. They stop on the middle of the

bridge. The music from the Bateau Mouches can be heard below, as they slide

along the waters with strings of lights, dotting the dark, draped along their
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decks.

Oh, that's so much better than an account of my negotiations for a

room at a two-bit Inn with a menie olde name. I've got to approach this

thing from a different tack, loosen up.

'You've lost all direction."

What, you're back again?

'I never go away. I only talk when you're ready to listen."

Oh.

"Don't worry. Just go ahead... write. Anything you want."

Hraph. Just you wait.

They told me to say whatever I wanted. There is a big green lizard

standing on my foot. My alligator spike heel. Mr. Romolo tells me I'm

suffering from culture shock, "A clear case, with overt subcultural compli-

cations, aggravated by a latent adaptive weakness." I could have told him

that. When I took Psych we all tested ourselves for personality aberrations.

I scored in the hundreth percentile for adaptability, and in the tenth per-

centile for domesticity. That ten percentile comes from my passion for crepes;

It's the only thing I can cook. I was in Berkeley at the time, so naturally

I thought that the scores meant I was gay. After four years there I still

never felt the urge to squeeze a fruit for Anita.

This whole thing started when I received the Jackson Hughlett Foundation

award after graduation. It's purpose was to send perspective graduate stu-

dents in English over to Oxford for a summer of cultural exposure. The kind

of thing where you take a lot of bus tours to Kennelworth and Stratford on

Avon, snapping photographs and buying pamphlets to show to your future students

when you read King Lear. I was terribly excited and grateful.

The interview had been rough. One man turned to me and, glancing down
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ac my file, asked me if I liked boys. Sweat broke out as T wondered if

that damn test hadn't been secretly filed away by my squat Puerto Rican pro-

fessor in my master government dossier.

''Yes, sir, I do. That is, uh, I like men. Quite a lot.' I wasn't

going to let them slap 'potential child molester" on me as well.

He hemmed, and licked his lips, "Ah, that will be all. Miss Treadwell.'

Leaving the interview room, the gum on the sole of my espadrille stuck

to the carpet, making me lurch out of the door. The night before, I had had

one Scotch to calm myself down, and had promptly passed out. It all seemed

unreal

.

My parents saw me off at the airport. I was dressed in my new travelling

suit, khaki, with a sensible blouse, and a large canvas pocket book which held

my passport. Traveller's Cheques, and a copy of Middleraarch. We had a drink

at the airport, before my plane left at ten. My father watched the airplanes

taking off, their silver bodies vaguely outlined by lights in the dusk.

Mother leaned towards me, 'Now, I think you're all set. Did you remember the

coat hangers?'

'Yes, they're wired together with a Baggy twist at the bottom of my

suitcase."

"Good. Let's see... what else... Oh! Have you got the phone number of the

place where you'll be staying tomorrow night?'

"It's here in my address book."

"I'm so excited for you! I'm sure Mrs. Green will be very nice, and, I

promise you you'll be glad to be outside of London for you're first few days

there. You've got to watch your money, you know."

I took a deep breath. "I know. It will be nice to see a little of the

countryside before starting school, and I still have some reading to do.'
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Mother fished in her bag on her lap. "We've got a little going away

present for you...' She produced a small flat box.

"Vroooooom! There it goes!' my father turned to me, 'Yes, we thought

this would help you out a little.'

It was a calculator, one of the new kinds, with digital numbers in black,

and a thick instruction booklet.

"To help you out with your accounts, you know... "

"Oh, how dear of you! What fun... I'll have to learn how to use it,

though. This is the only thing I know how to do. ' Pushing a few numbers,

I held the calculator out to them, upside down. They both craned forward

to see it in the poor light of the bar.

"Hell?" my mother asked.

"Typical English Major," my father laughed.

"Well, it comes from Milton..." A voice came over the loudspeaker

announcing my flight was ready for boarding.

No, wait. It's still too flat footed. Too sarcastic about innocent

subjects.

"Well, go into it then with sarcasm full force. Try a different point

of view; liven it up.

'

"Do you mind if I sit here? I've been at this damned airport since six

thirty this morning waiting for my plane to arrive, and I think I'm going to

faint if I don't get some sleep. There are some benches over by the duty

free shop where I thought I could catch a nap, but just as I had dropped off

I had an excruciating pain in ray ankle that woke me up. A swarthy child had

stepped on me as he was running to fetch his toy truck. At least his mother

gave him a good swat on the head... seemed rather cruel, actually, but just

look at my ankle!"
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I looked down at the ankle in question. It did look slightly abraded,

and was beginning to swell. The girl was wearing black patent leather san-

dals, and had toenails painted bright red. No stockings, and her legs were

pale. Very impractical for travel in October.

"That must have been quite a large child." I motioned for her to sit

down, moving my brief case. She smiled at me, quite a nice smile with straight

white teeth, and settled onto the bench. She had a large, glossy shopping

bag which she tucked behind her legs, and an enormous canvas pocketbook which

she held firmly in her lap. She saw me notice her tight grasp.

"I know, doesn't it look silly? I feel like I'm carrying secret govern-

ment documents... no, not really. I was in Paris last month, at the Gare du

Nord. Horrible place. Had my wallet stolen right out of my bag while I was

talking in a telephone booth. Thank God my passport wasn't stolen, but still

I wasn't too pleased. Imagine, practicing my French at the Bureau of Police..."

"What a pity. One mustn't be too careful." She was turned conversation-

ally towards me, and had lit a cigarette which she had pulled out of one of

the side pockets of the bag.

"Oh, I know. That's what everyone has been telling me. A shopwoman in

Paris told me they come up behind you and slit the straps of your pocket book

like this," she demonstrated, making a slashing motion at her side, "and then

they Just pull it out from under your arm. Incredible!"

"Shocking." I could see I wasn't going to get any work done.

"Have you been waiting long?"

"About two hours. That traffic controller's strike, you know."

"My plane is supposed to come from Beruit, or some such place. I wouldn't

be surprised if it has been hijacked. I'm supposed to go on to New York, but

God knows when I'll get there. They haven't put up any estimated time of
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arrival yet, and I've been waiting nine hours already. Where are you going?"

"Rome. Business trip.' I startled myself by adding that bit of explan-

itory information. She was a fairly attractive girl, thin, with red hair in

a black dress and pearls. Unusual travelling garb. The dress was short

sleeved, of a sort of polished cotton, and very wrinkled. A lime green sweater

was draped over her shoulders. It matched her eyes.

"Listen, since it looks like we're going to have a bit of a wait, would

you like to have a drink?"

"Oh, yes. That would be very nice. Perrier and orange juice." I had

thought we'd move over to the bar, but I brought our drinks back over to the

bench. It was a singularly unsuitable place to have a beverage: a nauseating

orange vinyl sort of setee, no tables in sight, and an aluminum standing ash-

tray anchored in front of it, reeking of stale cigarette ends. When I came

back to the girl, she was rooting down in the depths of the canvas bag. When

she saw me, she withdrew her arm hastily, as If she were hiding something, and

smiled brightly. I gave a quick, involuntary glance at my briefcase, which

was as I had left it.

"Thank you so much. I always have Perrier and orange juice before noon;

I can't see how people can drink in the morning..." She trailed off, smiling

sweetly at my whisky. "I'm sorry, I don't believe we've been properly Intro-

duced. My name is Belladogia Furness."

"Very pleased to meet you. Giles Crenshaw here. Belladogia, did you say?

That's quite an unusual name..."

"Oh, people always say that. It comes from my family history... evi-

dently it was the perfume my mother was wearing the night of my conception."

I blinked. Belladogia went on in all earnestness. "Yes, It's rather an

amusing story. Mummy and Daddy were out at a houseparty In Long Island, quite
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a large one, and they both had to get back to New York by Sunday morning.

They hadn't known each other, you see. Anyway, there was a train strike,

and the only way anyone could leave was on these fellow's boat. They left

Saturday night, after the party, and were out In the sound when the two guys

who owned the boat decided to turn in. I gather they all had quite a bit to

drink... Mummy knew how to sail, but there was no wind, just all this fog,

and sometimes it was too thick to even see the lights of the city. There

was nothing to eat on board but bananas and black rum, and so Mummy and

Daddy got acquainted. Well, with all that rum on top of everything else...

Daddy says her perfume is what did it."

I cleared my throat. "Well, did they get back to New York alright?"'

"Oh, yes. Eventually they found the motor, and it was getting day light,

so they arrived in plenty of time. They got married, of course,"

"Of course,"

"So that's how I got my name. Now, tell me about you..."

"There's really not too much to tell. Businessman, you know... not

too terribly interesting.

"But you've got to find your life interesting! What else do you have?"

I didn't know. "Take me for exspple. My life is very interesting, at least

I think so."

"I'm sure it is,"

"Listen, why don't you go get us another drink and I'll tell you about

myself, 'w'e've got still a lot of time to wait.,, would you like that?"

"I'm sure it would be delightful." I got up with the two empty glasses

and headed for the bar. Half way there I kicked myself for leaving my brief-

case. There Jas no tactful escape, and I was still suspicious of that large

canvas bag. The odd types one meets in public...
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"I was born in New York, of course. We lived in a apartment with black

and white tiled floors, and a black cat. He could hum Silent Night (learned

it from a revolving Christ imas tree music box we left out year round,) and

knew how to open the maid's room door. Mummy used to take me for walks in

the City, and I learned one mustn't ever look up, or you get all sorts of

soot in your eyes. Is it like that in London?''

''I suppose so; I've never thought about it...'

"One time we went for a picnic in Central Park and I was on ray blanket,

coloring. An old black man came crawling towards us, on his belly, with a

face like a monkey, wearing a smooshed down hat. Mummy told me to ignore

him, and a policeman on a horse came and took him away.''

"I hear Central Park is quite dangerous..."

"I suppose so. I never go there any more. We moved away from New York

when I was four. Oh, I forgot to tell you. When I was born, Mummy says I

looked just like Winston Churchill; I had a fringe of wispy red hair and a

bald pate. These things are important, you know. Does your mother say what

you look like when you were born?"

''Not actually. I suppose I was rather red and wrinkled, like most babies

are.''

''Did you have hair?''

''I believe so.''

"Ah... I can't imagine babies being born with hair. Mother said that she

was terribly jealous of the Puerto Rican children, who all had thick black

hair, even then. Personally, I'm just as glad.,. Churchill was a wonderful

man, don't you think?''

''Quite.'

"Well, any way, when I was four we moved to Paris. I had a French nanny
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who took me to the TulUeries in the mornings, and to a different church

every Sunday. I developed a terrible allergy to incense. She was Catholic,

you know.'

'I see. Many of the French are...'

"Exactly! That's why we moved to Paris.' I didn't see. "Until I

went away to school when I was eleven, I wore wool dresses that were horribly

uncomfortable. Wool bathing suits, as well. Lord, did they smell bad when

they were wet! We used to go to the coast in the summer, and I didn't know

how to swim very well. I had to wear these inflatable wrist bands that were

supposed to hold me up... even though I was an extremely scrawney child, I

never could see how Mummy believed that. I never did like swimming in the

ocean much."

Belladogia was leaning forwards, her hands clasped together. From that

angle I could see exactly down her dress. I wondered if this wasn't perhaps

the most unusual corae-on I had ever experienced. I'm a confirmed bachelor of

course. .

.

"No, ocean swimming can be pretty nasty with all the seaweed, and jelly

fish..."

"I knew you'd agree..." She smiled at me with those green eyes of a

wild boar charging.

"And then?"

Then what? It's just silly.

"Why silly?"

Oh. I don't know. I'll show you what the real world is like.

One morning Alice Sinclair woke up to find herself dead. She lay in

bed watching the curtains luffing in the clear autumn breeze, flapping and

cracking, crisp and clean. The high white ceiling of the bedroom closed over
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her like a dome. Outside she could hear jack hammers tearing out the guts

of a building across the street, while the early morning chill thawed out of

the cement.

She turned her head and looked at her husband. He slept on his side

with one yellow cotton pajaraaed elbow jutted out at her accusingly from his

hip. He didn't even seem to move as he breathed. She turned her head back

again. The digital clock said six eleven. The machine clicked, and rattled

as it flipped the numbers. One to two, caught in a blink, made a distortion,

a fractioned second of senseless notation.

Alice looked back up at the ceiling. She had moved nothing except her

eyes and her neck since she had first opened her lids and realized she felt

nothing, absolutely nothing. The snapping of the curtain filled her ears.

Perhaps she wasn't dead, just paralized, from the neck down. The room be-

came a giant iron lung, the blankets pressing needlessly on her flaccid limbs.

The window did her breathing, while Roger, the night nurse, slept snoring on

the job. The thought made her happy. Nothing to do, no place to go; no

better, no worse, than she was expected to be. She shut her eyes and sank

calmly back into blackness.

The noise of the shower woke her up. It was eleven twenty three.

Through the bathroom door she could see the reflection of the shower curtain

in the mirror over the sink. It hung whitely from a chrome rod. Occasionally

it jerked and trembled as Roger moved around, scrubbing and rinsing. For a

moment the outline of a dark shoulder appeared in the mirror, as the curtain

adhered to his back. Roger moved, and Alice looked back up at the ceiling,

Roger came out of the bathroom wrapped carelessly in a brown towel,

dripping water on the bedroom carpet. His hair stood up in peaks from being

rubbed, and his chest was matted wetly in swirls. He walked over to his
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dresser and began combing his hair.

"Sleep well?" He combed all his hair over his forehead.

"Mmm hmram. How about you?''

"Oh, alright. That damn construction woke me up at six o'clock."

"I know, I heard it too.'

"Did you?" He tilted his head and made a line from the crown with the

comb.

"Do you want to get a paper?"

"They're probably all sold out. I didn't order one."

"Oh, I'm sorry." Alice never read the newspaper over breakfast anyway.

She couldn't manage turning the pages without getting a corner into her eggs,

She sat up and adjusted the top of her nightgown. Roger didn't look around.

He felt one of the best things about their relationship was how comfortable

they were with one another. He had told her that right before they were en-

gaged.

Alice got out of bed and went into the bathroom. The bathmat lay damp

on the floor, crisscrossed with wet footprints. Alice slid her nightgown

over her head and lay it across the top of the toilet seat. The hard spray

pricked at her back, redding her skin. As she got out of the shower, she

could hear the sound of the television giving the news in the kitchen.

"It sounds like the same apartment you'll have when you grow up."

It is. Well, maybe I'm being a bit extreme.

"Now, listen. You've gone from pillar to post with Arcadia, a world

outside your experience. You've shown a rainbow of attitudes towards the

world you claim to know. Where's the prism? Where are you to start with?

Give us a story that centers internally, not externally. Deal with your

character's emotions and maybe you'll get a plot."
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Emotions. Consciousness. That's so big and general.

"Be simple then. Think about children.''

Three notes. Start, go up, come almost back down to where it started;

there's not a very great distance between them at all. Just, dum dee dum.

Whistled. Cleanly, in the January air so cold it feels like ice water from

melted snow pouring down your throat. Dum dee dum. Walking slowly up the

pavement from the post office, watching for ice not to slip. No mail today,

but I don't mind. The air is grey and cold, and curled leaves rattle along

the edge of the walk from a now and then gust. Crisp, like hitting a note on

a well tuned piano. The gust and my whistle. Dum dee dum. I'm all bundled

up in clothes I haven't taken off in four days... well, I've taken them off,

but I haven't changed them. My long Johns wrap around my legs and my muffler

wraps around my throat, so thickly my head feels nestled in a cushion. The

cold isn't aggressive, just there, definite and seasonal, like January should

be. Dum dee dum. I walk up the walk with my hands behind my back in grey

wool gloves, kicking one foot out in front of me, and then the other, tread-

ing firmly, right heel, left heel... dum dee dum. My hands are behind me and

my head is tilted towards the bare tree branches cut out against the evening

grey sky. My eyes feel clean and exact. Dum dee dum.

When I was a child Mother and I had a signal for department stores and

crowds. We went places together and I walked by myself. I was taught not to

touch and I kept my hands behind my back to prevent from accidentally for-

getting or knocking something over. I liked looking trustworthy as well; that

had a lot to do with it. Our signal kept us from getting lost from one an-

other if we got separated. It was a whistle. Dum dee dum. Used to be, when

I was little, I couldn't whistle myself, so when I heard mother whistle I

just went to her. Later on, when I finally did learn how, we whistled to one

I
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another, back and forth, like bird calls in the woods. Like bats' sonar.

It was a wonderful feeling, to be whistling right there in public, regard-

less of who turned to look at you. Dum dee dum. Dum dee dum. There were

so many inflections. To be firm, you enunciated each note; in a hurry, the

first two ran together in an upward slide.

Once I heard a boy making our whistle, just sitting by himself on his

porch mending something. 1 was walking on the road, watching iwf feet in the

summer dust. He whistled, and I whistled back. Dum dee dum. Just like

that. Didn't think about it. He looked up quickly and I looked up, startled.

Then I realized what I'd done, and made a short little shrugging laugh, "Why

not?'' He smiled and relaxed and I laughed and kept on walking. Dum dee dum.

Thank the Lord I'm old enough now Mother doesn't threaten to hold my

wrist if I don't behave. At least not in department stores. She had this

wicked way of grabbing my wrist around with her hand like a claw; like a

handcuff. It didn't pinch the skin or hurt the wrist, but it fastened onto

itself like rigor mortis or Swiss steel- We could walk along like that fine,

no problem, if I just kept by her side, walking at the same pace.

"What in the world is the matter?" She'd ask. I just couldn't take it,

I just couldn't. No matter how little desire I had to go bouncing off the

corners of the room before the wrist was taken, the minute her hand closed

I went off, whirling like a dervish. I twisted my arm back and forth, trying

to pry myself loose by locking elbows. Using two hands made absolutely no

difference. I tried hanging from my wrist, getting dragged along as we walked

like some leaded rag doll. Usually this was when I looked fairly respectable

when we were going out. Mother made it ten times worse by being impervious.

I have had her stop and talk to people at counters while I was squirming and

kicking. She has led me through rooms of my friends using her grasp to hoist
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me three inches above the ground. I was lucky if I even got one foot to

touch. I growled and shrieked and once I bit her. Didn't make any differ-

ence except that I got a jerk that practically took my arm out of the socket.

And my mouth tasted funny, like Jergin's.

I hate my mother. Now that shocks the ladies tatting at the First

Presbyterian Woman's Group, and, in fact, ray own solar plexus shrivels like

a potato chip in hot grease as I look down at the sentence. I hate my mother.

When I was about seven I wrote "I hate you" in Chapstick on the door to my

closet. 1 didn't think it would make any mark, being clear, but the grease

sunk into the porous, poor quality wood, and the message stood out plain as

anything. Mother never said anything about it, and it stayed there until

it came up to my waist where it was written, and we moved out of the house.

Years later my mother brought it up at a dinner party when my godmother was

telling how her little girl had tried to kill her with her six-year-old fists.

Everyone laughed, and mother told the story of the closet door, laughing. I

thought my fists have grown larger than they were when I was seven.

When I was little I saw a lot of my Mother. I remember the elephant

display in the Museum of Natural History, those large elephants, bigger than

anything I could imagine having lived, although I didn't think about death,

those elephants running close together with large grey feet and round white

toenails, running frozen in a large glass case in a large empty, echoing room.

Oh, but hell. Sometimes I'd cry and she'd pick me up and then I felt

safe and much better. The last time I remember doing that I was six, in bed.

Mother had people over and I was in my room all dark and warm with the door

open so I could see the light and listen to the people talking. Suddenly I

was crying, sobbing, bawling with tears running down my face onto my pillow,

and snot streaming clear out of my nose into my mouth. My mouth was twisted
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into a half crescent shape with wrinkles holding it open. My mind watched

my body do this and I kept thinking, I'm entirely too old to be doing this,

I'm a big girl now. Mother came in and picked me up, carrying me back into

the living room, patting me on the back. She didn't embarrass me, because

she just left me be, and resumed her conversation, patting me on the back.

I was glad she came and picked me up. The only thing is, when I'd stopped

crying and was feeling all rosy and comfortable, she put me back to bed,

still awake. She should have let me fall asleep on her shoulder.

But I'm a big girl now, entirely too old to be doing this.

"What? Writing?"

Writing about emotions unmitigated by understanding. I don't hate my

mother, and she shouldn't be the issue here. Initially I may have been look-

ing outwards In r- writing; now I'm looking too much within.

"You've got to strike a balance. What can you write about that combines

both the consciousness of your protagonist and her interaction with the world,

any world?"

Men.

The days were slow for him now; sometimes he was glad to get out of bed.

He lay in sheets weeks old and stared up at the ceiling. Cobwebs blew gently

from drafts through the chinks in the board celling. The yellow paint walls

were chipped and lumpy. A layer of dust lay over everything, even belts of

his draped over the back of the chair, unworn for months. Silverflsh scurried

in and out of the bedclothes. He watched them, and scratched at the psoriasis

that spotted his body in raw, scaley patches. The shades were pulled low and

the life outside went on around him, without him.

He had told her that she was doing alright. She had leaned on his

shoulder, sniffing, that parents weren't understanding and that her work was
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too much. He told her not to worry; that she was smart and pretty and nice,

and that he thought she was wonderful. She sniffed a little bit more for

consolation, then she perked up, putting on her lip gloss by the light of

the headlights of other cars arriving at the party. She made a mouth at

her reflection in the rearview mirror, then she pulled on her crocheted

string gloves. She looked at him, happy as he squeezed her arm. He took

her hand to help her out of the car. When they came back home, when the

party was over, they leaned against each other on the couch. She played

with his tie, and snuggled into the hollow of his armpit. He stared through

the darkness at a photograph on the mantleplece. All he could see was the

glare from the full moon outside reflecting off the glass.

"Sal?"

"Mmmm?"

"Sal, don't you worry. Don't you worry one bit; you'll be alright. At

least they still get on you. Here I am, with no job, no money, nothing, and

they tell me I'm doing fine, boy, just fine. That's the worst, when you're

so low they tell you you're doing just fine." He laughed at the back of his

throat.

She looked up at him. His profile was outlined against the window. His

eyes were shut with small wrinkles at the corners, his head tilted towards

the ceiling. She felt a small point of fear between her ribs. Opening her

hand, she pressed it against his chest, digging her fingertips down through

the muscle to the bone of his ribs.

"Oh, Samuel, don't you say that. Now, what a terrible way to think; you

know. .
.

'

"Of course your right, Sal," he shifted up to stare across her to the

fireplace. "I'm just being silly."
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"Sure you are, honey.''

''WouLd you like to go Co bed? I think its about time; getting pretty late."

'I bet its past four; pretty wild hours we're keeping, old boy. That

was a wonderful party."

"Come on, I'll tuck you in." They got up, and he led her by the hand,

groping in the darkness, down the hall to the guest room. She had had more

to drink than she realized, and she stood swaying as he kissed her, undoing

the buttons of her dress. He cooed and murmured at her as he helped her slip

one arm, then another, out of the sleeves. She stood in her high heels as

he ran his hands down her arms, rolling the straps of her slip off her shoulders,

running his fingers across her breasts, down her waist, past her hipbones.

The slip fell to the floor. He leaned over and kissed her neck, as she tilted

her head back and to one side. Once again, his fingers slid across her

shoulders, dropping her bra straps, undoing the catch. Supporting her with

one hand, he leaned her towards the bed as he lowered his mouth to one nipple,

erect, in the chill of the early morning. On the bed, her head tilted back,

Sally ran her fingers through his hair. She breathed slowly, using the side

of one foot then the other to push off her shoes. Her body tingled and

jerked as he ran his hands up and down her sides, following them with his

lips.

"Oh, Samuel? Sam? She found it nearly impossible to talk when he touched

her, but she made an effort because she thought it made him happy. Often,

when they made love he would repeat her name, in an almost puzzled voice.

It sent her almost up the wall, her back arching and her fingers stroking

his shoulders, his arms; anything she could touch, as her body shook and

trembled. Dear heart?"

'What, bug?" He whispered, not pausing.
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'You're wonderful, do you know that?''

Silence. He squeezed his hands around her hips, and kissed her stomach

hard, "No more wonderful than you are...''

"Mmmm... flatterer...' She opened her eyes and watched him, his gold

eyelashes shut, his arched nostrils, his head swinging back and forth. She

shut her eyes again, and surrendered herself to a feeling half awake and half

dreaming. When he was inside her she felt whole.

This passion of theirs had surprised both of them. She once had thought

she must be frigid, or that her early experiences had left a permanent mark.

She had lost her virginity at age seventeen in a calculated encounter with

a boy who worked in a dry goods store at the lake where she stayed at her

grandparent's summer cottage. He had carried her boxes to the car in such

a way she had accepted laughing when he asked her out. He was tall, with

blonde hair, from one of the town families. He was so timid he dared not kiss

her until she initiated it. One evening he left his jacket at her house. She

went to slip his lighter in the pocket when she found a small plastic package.

'Natulamb,' she read on its side. A thought slipped across her mind, like a

lever being adjusted a notch. So this is it.

She went to the town doctor that afternoon. She walked out with a

diaphragm, and that night she used it. His name was Tom, and he took her in

his Volkswagon out to the edge of the lake where she made dents in her back

from the small pebbles on the beach. He was very excited and grateful and

whispered over and over that he loved her. She lay on her back and looked

up at the pine trees that stood into the sky at the edge of the water.

It turned out that he was nearly a virgin himself. The remaining weeks

of the summer, they came back to the beach, drove to the forest, while she

watched and waited for her grandparents to go out to cocktail parties and
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bridge games. She had dated boys before, one very seriously, but she had

always held back. Her mother had taught her that giving in would lose the

game.

At the end of the summer, Tom was white-lipped at the dock as she flirted

with the ferry boys, leaving. She kissed him casually on the cheek, then ran

to help her grandmother with a suitcase. Tom's eyes never moved off of her,

but she didn't care. She had learned a way not her mother's, and had learned

it with all the precision and accuracy of an objective observer. She used to

wonder about whether the laundry had been taken off the line those nights,

and had a scorn for the weak surrender of the boy within her.

A week after she returned home, her beau came back up to college. They

went out on a late date the night he arrived, and he raped her in a fury of

Scotch and pride on the grey mattress ticking of his unmade bed on the second

floor of his fraternity. The house was empty still from the summer, and she

gave in as he pinned her shoulders and knees because his mother was friends

with her godmother, and she would know him all her life. As she did so,

there was a faint hope that the game wasn't all up; that she had salvaged it

after all.

He had grown up in a small cotton town, where his father was the judge.

She had known that he had any girl he wanted, by just jerking his thumb. Most

of the girls' fathers worked at the local mill, and knew him from the local

high school. Then he had gone off to college and had moved into a higher crowd,

made up of the children of his parents' friends. She was one of them.

Peter had a way of slouching back, watching people try to get through to

him. At worst he was sneeringly polite or diffident. At his best, he laughed

at her with white teeth and hair down on his forehead, piquing her pride and

her interest. Well, she had blown it. She let herself trust him, allowed
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herself to be upstairs in an empty fraternity at two In the morning, and he

had started laughing.

"Come on, just give me a little goodnight kiss before you go on back

to your mamma.' He rocked back in his chair, laughing, just laughing. She

was cool; she'd handled him for two years.

"Sure, Peter. You know its been nice..." Smiling, she walked over to

his chair, and leaned over. He pulled her down on his lap, kissing her with

his teeth behind his lips, shoving his tongue into her mouth. She made her-

self go soft for him; she knew this mood. Usually, he would break off, grow

gentle, when she gave in to him. This time Sally became uncomfortable. He

was Ignoring her pats, and her small twists she used to show she didn't want

to do something. After the lake she had thought of being with him, but she

had the scene all set up In her mind. A wonderful evening, good dinner, just

the two of them, little booze, home for his occasional, surprising readings

of Beaudelaire in the original... then she would give in. Gracefully, mag-

nanimously. As he kissed her she began to struggle a little.

"C'mon, Peter, honey. You know I've got to get home. Mamma didn't want

me going out tonight anyway, what with you calling so late.' Peter had called

at midnight, while she and her mother were sitting on the couch watching the

end of Johnny Carson in their nightgowns. Sally pleaded, and her mother con-

sented, shaking her head. Peter's hand was worming its way down the front

of her skirt. His other was moving up her skirt to meet It, scratching her

thighs with his callouses as he stroked her.

"Now, Sally, what's the rush. It's not that late... Now, you just be

a good girl...''

'Peter, damnit, stop It this instant!' Sally tried to squirm herself free,

"What's that you're telling me? C'mon girl...' He was laughing as she
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twisted. He jerked his hand and two buttons ripped off the top of her shirt.

"Damn it all, Peter. You let go, now!' Her mind was racing.

'No, Sally, aren't you having a good time? It's been a long time since

we've seen each other. Aren't you glad to see me?' He was crooning into her

neck, as her back writhed back and forth.

All of a sudden everything was clear in Sally's mind. No candlelight or

poetry. No sheepdog-sweet Tom ducking his head when she tossed her head in

annoyment. She saw the Jonesville sluts, Kathy and Gina and Sue Belle, and

all of the, 'Hi Peter' at the pool, slanting eyes, eyelashes batting,

''C'mon, Sallie, dearest, why are you fighting me? Don't you love me?"

His voice had gotten thicker, but it was mocking, cutting. "I know what it

is, little, Sally. Little Sally is playing for big stakes, isn't she? Big

stakes. Listen, little Sally, I'll marry you if you'll sleep with me... I

won't marry you if you don't... Mamma's not always right, you know." All

this while he wrestled her over to the bed, forcing with his hands, with his

mouth. "You just want me so much you can't, isn't that the story?''

Sally lifted her eyes to his loose honey grin. She looked at him coldly

and laughed. Gamble, she thought. "Now, boy, what are you talking about?

I'm not such a small town type to crave your body that bad, and you're not

the first." She made herself smile and relax.

It didn't make any difference he tightened his hold, face distant, almost

expressionless. He hurt, not like Tom, and all of a sudden she felt is if

something inside her had ripped in two, shredded. She whimpered under her

breath.

Holding back her hair with his hand, he looked down at her, the interest

in his eyes nearly kind. "What's the matter? I thought you said you weren't

a virgin."
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''Oh, I'm not, but I am.'' She mumbled. I mean, it was... different.

Oh, never mind.' She turned her face to the wall as he moved back and forth

heavily, watching the ribbing on the cord-edging around the mattress. The

wall was cold and smelt of cold old dust and lead. Peter started talking,

finished, lying on top of her.

'Now that's over. You know there's never any challenge in it any more..,

you did alright.'

"Mmmmhh?" Sallie murmured, still staring at the wall.

"The games. I enjoy catching people... fools. You stop your moping now,

you know you wanted it. Why else would you have come up? You knew and I knew

and it was just a matter of coming down to it. But you played a good game.''

"MMmmh.'' She wondered why he was talking to her.

Peter's voice was low, Impersonal, like his face had been. 'Fools. Just

try and trip them up, and they always fall for it. Poor fucks.' Sallie

looked up at him.

"Now Peter Williams, you've done it to me. Do you know how important a

thing you've done?" She caught her breath in her throat. "No, you don't.

Well, no matter. You wouldn't care... It's time for me to be getting home

now." Her voice was flat. With a small motion she pushed against his bare

chest. He rolled to his side, watching her as she dressed. The clothes she

had picked out from her closet all clean and new were in a wrinkled pile on

the floor. Dully she picked up her skirt, slid it on, put the skirt over her

arms. Her fingers fumbled for the buttons. She looked down, then looked up.

He was still watching her. She shrugged. 'I guess the sweater will do enough

to cover it up 'till I get home.''

'Here, I'll walk you to your car.' He swung his legs to the side of the

bed, and slipped on his jeans. He still wore his boxers. While she patted
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at her hair In the mirror above his dresser, he finished getting on his shirt,

and slid into some Loafers. She turned around, trying to keep very calm, to

keep from shaking. She clutched a small canvas pocketbook in her right hand

like a toy gun. He walked over to her, and put his arm around her shoulder.

He walked over to her, and put his arm around her shoulder. "Come on, let's

go down to the car.' He still smelled the way he always did. She moved

numbly down onto the cold two-thirty street.

"Now, you drive safely. I'll call you tomorrow."

"Yeah? Alright." A little hope shot through her. She looked up at him,

tilting her face to be kissed in a parody of the routine of the past years,

the past life. Peter leaned down and brushed her lips. She started to feel

a little warmer, as if perhaps she had done the right thing, as if the routine

would carry her through. Driving home, the roads were grey silver in the moon-

light, and the traffic lights winked blindly at the empty lanes.

All the next day she hovered around the phone. She told her parents and

grandparents, a prettied up version of her evening.

"Oh, it was wonderful to see Peter. He looked so good, had been working

for the phone company this summer, climbing those poles to repair the lines.

Black tan... Yeah, we went out for a drink with another couple... Missy and

Luke... you've heard me mention them. Oh, by the way. Mother, Peter sends

his apologies for calling so late." She looked shyly, coquettishly at her

mother, who smiled. The effort made her want to throw up. They were at the

dinner table. It was seven o'clock and he still hadn't called.

After dinner her parents and her grandmother went for a drive. Her grand-

father's legs were hurting him, so he stayed home on the porch smoking in the

soft humid August air. She paced back and forth through the rooms until she

made a decision. Carefully she put on makeup in the bathroom mirror. She
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used eyeliner and separated her eyelashes after she put on her mascara. She

knew by this time he wasn't going to call. She picked out a sundress from

her closet, a white sweater and espadrilles to match. She fluffed out her

hair and stuck two grosgrain combs in at either side of her face. Walking

over to her dresser she doused herself with perfume.

She went oat onto the porch. The darkness had become velvety, swirling

with the grey smoke of her grandfather's pipe. Lightening bugs twinkled in

the garden. She remembered how, when she was little, she would catch them,

running after them amongst the boxwoods, putting them in jars with holes in

the lid made by her grandfather with an ice pick. June bugs, too, caught

and swirled about on scarlet threads as dusk fell. Her grandfather sat in

the semidarkness, rocking gently back and forth in an aluminum porch chair.

Her grandmother had covered the cushions with towels, layers of towels, for

reasons of cleanliness clear mainly to herself. As her grandfather rocked

back and forth, the frayed edge of light-colored towel flapped softly back

and forth from the sides of the chair.

Her grandfather wore shoes from the Twenties, precisely edged with slender

leather laces and shiny toes. His feet sat apart, pointing away from him at

angles. He wore blue cotton pinstripe pants that had pleats around his middle,

and a white cotton long sleeve shirt. The pocket was starched flat to the

shirt. His mouth opened and shut around the stem of his pipe primarily through

the bunching up and relaxing of his lower lip. His gold-rimmed wire glasses

shone round against the softness of his skin and the smoke. She thought he

looked like a venerable old grouper, a dear, sweet, slightly standoffish old

grouper. Sarah walked over to him and stood looking down at him with one hand

on his shoulder.

'How' re you doing, Pappa?''
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"Alright. Have a seat/' He looked up at her, still smoking his pipe.

"No, I can't do that, Pappa. I'm going into town.'

"Town? '.Jhat for?" His eyes jerked at her, opening a little. He was a

very old, and old fashioned man. Suddenly, she didn't want to go into town,

but just to sit here, sit here with the smell of tobacco and the sound of the

peepers, not talking, just sitting. Then her grandfather would pull himself

up by the arms of the chair at around nine thirty. He'd say, 'Well, time for

bed. See you in the morning." She'd say, 'Sure thing, Pappa, you sleep well,

now. Call me if you need anything.' ''Thanks" He'd make a grimace that passed

for a smile, and go on into bed. He had an old Virginia accent.

She could leave then, after he had gone in. But she couldn't. Something

inside her chest was pressing at her like water from a dam. It swept her past

what she could see and hear and what she was thinking.

"I'm going into town because Peter and I have a date. I'm going to meet

him at the Old South."

'Does your mamma know about this?"

"Sure, Pappa.' She smiled and patted his shoulder. 'I'll see you in

the morning, O.K.?''

He let out a low noise in answer. When the screen door had slammed behind

her, he called out, "You be careful now, y'hear?"

''I will, Pappa, don't worry. Night." Her voice sounded as if it came

from a far ways away.

The old man sat in his chair long after the sound of the car's engine had

died out into the air. His pipe sputtered and went out, but still he sat there,

not aware whether it was lit or not. He thought about Sally, when they had

first started going to the lake together, fishing on the clay banks with an

old coffee can full of worms and a tin bucket to put the fish in. Bream,
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bass, not usually too big. She learned how to worm a hook when she was just

a little bit of a thing. Her hair stuck out all messy from her head, and

she sat in that dirt with a pole between her knees like any country child

he'd ever seen. Back at the house sometimes he'd carry her around in his

wheel barrow and threaten to take her to the dump. She liked that.

Well, his arthritis had been getting bad, so he didn't fish anymore.

She'd gone off to school, then was running around the lake all summer, so

there wasn't much use anyway. One time he went out to the garage and stood,

looking at his fishing poles. He gave them to her when she came to visit

one Spring vacation. She smiled and patted him and promised to catch him

dinner. The poles went into the back of her car and he never saw them again.

Sighing, he realized his pipe was out and the evening was starting to get cool.

He laid the pipe on It's special glass ashtray after knocking out the ash on

the cork knob in the middle. They were always trying to give him some gadget

or other, fool stuff to spend money on.

Well, he'd be getting up now, and going to bed. His knees creaked and

he allowed himself the luxury of wrinkling his face and taking a long time,

since there wasn't anyone home. Something dark and worrisome flashed across

his mind when he thought of Sally out in the night. Nothing was the same as

it used to be, and it was hard to understand the reasons her parents let her

do the things she did. Holding onto the door frame, he lifted his leg onto

the sill and swung the other one up. Shoving the door shut with his shoulder,

he left the chain lock undone because the others hadn't gotten home yet, and

Sally was still out in town.

She drove through the fields on the windy road the twenty minutes it

took her to get into town. She was going to the Old South because she figured

Peter would go there with his buddies. They went there a lot. She parked in
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the lot across from the back door of the bar, and then walked down the alley

to the sidewalk side, to go in the front. Walking to the alley scared her

a little bit; a girl had been raped going to her car last month. She walked

quickly, swaggaring boldly as a couple of black kids leaning up against the

building looked at her. It was hard to swaggar with much punch in hot pink

espadrilles with a white sweater around her shoulders.

It was still early, she realized, as she pushed open the door to the bar.

The crowd was thin, mostly sitting down in the booths that went along the

walls. In the center was the counter, with a few empty stools. Glancing at

the faces of the other people, Sally tried to pretend she wasn't looking.

The only person she knew was a girl she hadn't gotten along much with in high

school, a girl with red hair and freckles who couldn't decide how to spell

her name, Cindy. Sometimes she spelled it with an 'Sy": 'Syndy"; other times

she opted for the tastefully simple ''i": 'Cindi'. Sally slid onto one of

the bar stools and ordered a beer. Looking over at the girl, she caught her

eye by mistake. Sally smiled. Cyndi waved and got up. "Hey, what arc you

doing here?"

Sally rubbed her hand up an down the ridges of her beer mug.

"Oh, Peter and I said we might run into each other tonight if I was back

in town."

"Oh, yeah? You been out of town?"

"Up at the lake. Lake Wippanoe."

"Oh, fun." Cyndie looked bored.

"Well, come on, Cyndie, why don't you join me for a beer?"

"I'm sitting with those people over there, but thanks anyway. They're

a great bunch of kids. I worked with them at the center this summer."

"The center?"
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'Yeah, the Albemarle youth center. We run programs for retarded kids.

"

"Sounds great." Sarah looked at the ceiling,

"Oh, yeah, it really is. You see that guy on the right, the one with

the dark hair?' Cyndie motioned towards a eager looking type wearing a navy

T shirt with a contrasting maroon hand on the neck and arms, and Low topped

Converse tennis shoes- "That's Mark."

"Your beau?"

"No, just a good friend. ' Cyndie looked pleased, dropping her eyes down

to the counter and tilting her head.

"He looks very nice."

"Oh, he is, a super guy. Well, I got to go now."

Mark had looked over in their direction but had looked back quickly at

his friends when he saw an unfamiliar face.

"Well, It was great to see you, Clndl. Hope you have a good year at

school ."

"Oh, yeah, you too. Oh, don't call me Cyndie anymore. I've changed to

my middle name, Ashton."

"Oh, O.K. Sounds pretty." Sally didn't question the decision.

"Oh, thanks. See you."

Ashton went back to Mark and the crew at their booth. A very wholesome

looking bunch of kids. Sally's beer was finished, so she ordered another one,

Miller draft. The guy behind the bar was fairly attractive, but he was short

and had a bushy beard. Sally didn't go for beards. She liked the clean shaven,

classic look. Lots of clean skin and smooth straight hair combed across the

top of the head. Straight leg khakles with skinny, narrow cuffs, and soft old

cotton buttondowns. A dime a dozen, usually. Except tonight. The summer

crowd was always different from the regular school year crowd, more laid back.
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less interesting. There were mostly strange faces and Inside jokes. The

long and the short of it was there was no one to talk to. Sally finished

her drink in practically four gulps, and ordered a third.

By closing time, the bar was full with people jammed against every wall

and bar stool. Sally was plowed. She had watched for Peter, but no one she

knew had come in, all evening. Clinging to her seat with her ankles wrapped

around its chrome lets, her bag hidden in the cave between her lap and the

ledge of the bar, Sally ordered one after another. Ashton came over and talked

once more, but Sally wasn't paying attention and couldn't remember what they

had been saying as the other girl walked off. She spent the night staring

at various corners of the room, swaying back and forth to the music played

on the juke box, avoiding eye contact.

Once a guy with a plaid polyester shirt open half way down his chest

leaned against the bar next to her. He had sparse dark hair on his chest

and the hair on his head was wavy, none too clean.

''And how are you this fine evening?'

•'Oh, alright. •

"Can I buy you a beer?"

"I've got one, thanks."

"Oh, that's too bad. So, what are you up to?" His teeth were greyish

and he was showing them at her. His legs were crossed and he swayed his hips

back and forth as if he had to go to the bathroom. He also smelled like

heavy musk aftershave.

"Getting shitfaced and thinking about who to give the clap to tonight."

Sally smiled at him, trying to look like a reptile.

The fellow blinked and widened his smile. He thought he was being propo-

sitioned. "Oh, yeah? Sounds good."
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"I don't want to catch any new strains. You go spread your joy else-

where." Sally £elt pretty tough. Heartened by her exchange, she swung off

her barstool clutching her bag, and stormed out the door. The fellow looked

as if he could get mad, anyway.

Halfway to the alley, someone running behind her grabbed her shoulder.

Sally was so wrapped up in leaving the bar, she hadn't heard him coming. She

turned around, scared. It was the bartender, out of breath.

"Hey, you forgot to pay your tab. You can't just walk out like that,"

Sally felt embarrassed, like her underpants had fallen off leaving the

bar, and someone had run after her to return them.

"My Lord! I'm so sorry. I'll just come with you right now, and settle

up." She hoped that there wouldn't be any fuss. She also hoped her friend

would have moved by this time. All of a sudden, she felt pretty horrible,

"There was this guy in there, and he was bugging me. I just wanted to

get away; I didn't think." Her voice shook a little.

The bartender patted her on the back. 'That's O.K. You just get this

taken care of, and go home."

"Yeah, that's a good idea... go home."

She followed him back into the bar, keeping her eyes down. She paid

with a five and told the bartender to keep the change. Back out on the street

she realized the bill had come to $4.75. Oh, well. She hadn't seen the shirt

guy. In front of the alley, Sally looked both ways then got her key out of

the bag. She ran up the alley to her car, hoping there was no one there to

see her- Fumbling with the lock, she realized she really was drunk. The

vinyl seat of the car was cold to her legs and the radio wouldn't tune in on

any station.

Oh, that's enough. Its getting away from me, I'm losing the sense of
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loss in all the details.

"Be careful, now, not to be starting the same old thing.'

But its not the same, don't you see? There's a feeling you can capture

and then you can lose it. Most of all, I want to hold on to that essence.

There is a youngness, an 'enchentee-ness" in our eyes I notice when

glancing at the picture. We seem clean and kind and much more simple, even

in the whole heartedness of our affectations. That was always more my prob-

lem than his. His face has a happy, open look to it that I didn't see much.

It's calmer than usual, relaxing in its happiness, not trying to Improve it-

self or hide itself. I'm all prom-ed out. It's a typical picture of that

sort. He's wearing black tie, with a white shirt, of course, and I'm wear-

ing a loudly flowered cotton dress that leaves my shoulders bare. I'm lightly

tanned and have on blue eyeshadow. My hair is curled, blonde, shoulder length,

and I look as if I think I'm the most elegant thing in the room and am being

gracious about it. That's what I mean about the simplicity of our affectations.

I really believed I was pulling it off. He was smiling for the camera; I was

smiling for the photographer.

I'm sad when I look at that photo. I've had it propped on my dresser for

three years, dusty now in it's lucite frame, crowded off to a back edge by

bottles of hand lotion, nail polish, a half finished glass of wine, baskets,

boxes, and postcards. The only change the years have made is brown-edged

stain on the dresser scarf from the other half of the glass of wine, left to

evaporate. I'm sad to be able to see through our happiness, to shrug off our

openness, to be contemptuous of our cleanliness, our spit and our polish.

Our conversations were tactful, our sex was limited and gentle, solemn, sweet,

our expectations carried us to the edge of one term, then the next, seldom

over that edge into the hazy future when our lives would shift time stops
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from school things to taxes and death.

That night we danced waltzes and two steps, smiling and twirling care-

fully in our fancy party clothes. I remember dancing a slow dance running

my hand up and down the heavy, smooth weave of his jacket, feeling his hand

press gently against my bare back. He smelled so good. Some aftershave,

Aramis or Polo; I used to go into department stores and squirt myself at the

wrists with it, smelling him through the plastic smell those stores always had.

We were so sweet to one another. He used to give me little presents,

daisies and paperbacks, lunches at restaurants with patios, pizza at ten

o'clock with beer. I bought him a basket and filled it with all the limes

in the market. Once, I made him a bookmark out of white cardboard with blue

and green hearts and our initials going back and forth diagonally. I made

it sitting at my desk, playing with new felt tip pens, missing him. I was

ashamed of it and hid it in the front of my drawer, then I had to give it to

him because I had made it for him. Little presents, small picnics, small

favors; helping him with his books when he was on crutches, trying to fold

his shirts when he packed for a vacation... I was like a little girl playing

in a sandbox.

Now my affairs are so open. I keep a pair of my grandfather's pajamas

hanging in ray closet, used on weekends. We go visit friends and all sit to-

gether on the bed, laughing at stories, knowing all we want to know about one

another. We go to the grocery store and buy crackers and washing powder,

magazines and cigarettes. I pick up my dry cleaning and leave him off at the

bus on Sundays at three-forty-five. We joke about spending weekends at the

Vineyard, about his helping me move into an apartment in Boston, about how

much my parents dislike him, but the way he watches basket ball on television,

and the way I keep old photographs in my room leads me to think that it's
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just another passing thing. Perhaps some day I'll miss this time, weeks

for flaunting responsibility, turning my head away from the door that's

slowly swinging open in front of me. The point is, I know the door is

opening, the times are passing, not getting any younger, sins making you

nicer. You've got lots of friends and so, so much further to go without

ever anything being final. Someone said, 'I know this must have been a

good weekend; your hair is clean." Wise ass smile. I laugh and shrug my

shoulders. Better, worse, that we don't spend our days in bed any more,

that my head is turning forwards again, that I'll pick up the phone and

call an old friend who knows my ups and downs better than I do myself. We'll

talk for twenty minutes, just about stuff, and I'll tell him about the photo-

graph and we'll laugh and I'll remember how shining he used to be. I'm shaking

my head, back and forth, to think how shining he used to be.

I was driving back from the dentist in Arcadia late this morning. The

day was incredibly hot for January; 59 degrees on the digital bank calendar

on Highway 43. It takes forty-five minutes to drive from my house to the

Arcadia Community Health Clinic. I figured it would take half an hour on

the outside. By the time I'd finished drinking my juice and taking my

vitamins, the water still hadn't boiled for coffee, and the stove-top clock

showed a quarter to nine. My father was asking me whether I'd be able to

make it home to help with the chores. I said I thought I could, then dashed

out the door. The heat from the morning sun made steam rise from the fields

and reflected off the river. I looked down at the river as I drove over it

on Route 18. The bridge arches high over Che river, leaping the floodplane

which stretches wide on either side.

Funny things to look at; we're talking on the telephone. I say "Until

twelve o'clock, je t'aime,' very quickly.
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More slowly he says "I love you." Briefest of pauses.

"I love you," I say, then I hang up the phone without waiting to hear

if he says anything more.

I sit on the bed with my hands pressed in between my knees, staring

at the phone. It is yellow, dirty, with brown places where once there used

to be labels (Emergency Numbers: call...,) stuck on with adhesive gum.

The cord is the regular, coiled plastic sort. The phone sits on the carpet,

perched on a wrinkle in the rug. I'm not certain about this love affair. I

always think of marriage when I think of love. Not very French, I'm afraid.

I think that he's getting to a rough stretch, to a point where he's losing

himself, and he's scared.

I think about the movie I saw tonight, where two people were in bed

talking. His head rested on her stomach and breats, while her arms lay

half wrapped across his shoulders and neck. They were talking and I missed

him, our lying that way. I thought, while I was at the movie, being close

to someone is being able to press them, hug them, clench them, their flesh,

as hard as you would press, clench, hug your own. That's pretty hard.

I remembered that while sitting watching the phone. It seemed to glow

and beat with the strength of my thinking. Then I noticed that the cord

actually was moving along its coils, in tiny, almost imperceptible jerks,

inching over the wrinkle in the rug. It was like watching a pile of leaves,

and then seeing the snake coiling in and out between them. A Fall-colored

snake, because his hair is the color of fall leaves, a fall colored snake,

a copperhead, wriggling in and out between the leaves. But that's not right

The cord is yellow, the rug is blue. We made a date for Saturday, and I

wish it had been Friday.

Driving back from the dentist this morning, I imagined aborting his
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his child. I '.^s late for my appointment, so they couldn't work on me.

They just took a couple of x-rays. Since I drove all of forty-five minutes

to Arcadia, I wanted satisfaction. I went upstairs to the walk-in patient

section. I ducked my head in the receptionist's room, so that she had to

turn the back of her head to the sliding glass window to answer me. I

asked her if I could use the walk-in service to see the person connected

with family planning. She looked at me, not understanding.

"I want a pregnancy test.'

She smiled. 'Oh, that makes it a lot simpler.''

I smiled. 'And 1 want to see someone about getting some birth control."

We went through the smiles as she said, "That is, if the tests are nega-

tive."

"Of course."

I had a bone-thin black doctor in her thirties who looked as if snakes

were twisting under her brows as she opened up the door to the examination room

where I was sitting reading Dickens . She told mc that it was entirely too

early to have a check, that I'd have to wait to miss two periods. 1 couldn't

get birth control until the tests proved negative. She said they usually re-

ferred people to Victoria in case abortion was necessary.

Driving back, I looked at the countryside. I went round a corner too

fast and saw a small black-and-tan puppy sniffing a shape in the middle of

the oncoming lane. To my left was a white-siding house, with a dirt-and-

patch grass yard and a white Chevrolet in the dirt drive. The house looked

fairly reputable, with black shutters. The shape in the road turned out to

be a nice-looking Border Collie, lying on its side. It stuck pretty far up

from the black shiny surface of the cement. "Oh, hell," I thought. I pulled

off to the right, and snapped on the emergency flasher. I looked both ways;
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no cars coming chat I could see. The bend was pretty tight.

The black-and-tan barked at me as I walked over, wagging it's tail.

By its feet and legs I realized it was an older dog. I leaned over the

collie, whose tongue was licking the road out of the side of it's mouth.

No blood anywhere, no skid marks. Although it looked pretty dead, eyes

shut, I thought there was a chance it might still be alive. No one had

come out of the house to notice. It seemed a shame to have that thick red

blonde fur ripped and bloodied by other cars driving over it. I picked up

the dog behind its two front legs. It had a comfortable weight and loose-

ness, of relaxed muscles. Still warm, it couldn't have been dead too long.

There was a little yellow liquid, possibly bubbled as if gurgled, on the

road where its mouth had lain. I didn't look too closely.

I carried it over to a clean patch of dirt, without any broken glass,

at the base of an oak tree in front of the house- The little dog followed

me. I left the two together, watching my reflection on the pavement in the

weak yellow warm January light. My shadow was black and longish, a little

distorted. I got back in my car, which smelled of cigarette smoke and pushed

in the flasher knob as I started the engine. The road blurred in front of

me. I turned on the radio, the house and the dogs and the yard way behind

me, and sang along with the song. Everything seemed like pieces of a puzzle,

clues to a brain teaser. The January sun and the yellow spittle of a dead

dog on the road.

I thought about this as I watched the yellow cord crawl along the

wrinkle in the rug, and wondered whether I really loved this man. I then

began to get ready for bed, hanging up the coat which had been thrown on the

floor thinking about something he had said one night in the dark last weekend:

"If I ate you all up, then there would be none left for me.' I slipped my
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nightgown over tny head and thought this. When I opened ray eyes at the

other end of the nightgown, I was staring into the closet. A single coat-

hanger on the bar of my clothes swung back and forth, back and forth, with-

out anything on it.

When you live alone you tend to notice these things too much.

When I was little, I kept diaries, voluminous diaries, so I could re-

member what it was like being eleven, fourteen, sixteen; remember when I was

a writer. That was a big when. Even when I was very little, seven and eight,

people would ask me what I wanted to do. I always said, "... And then, after

I've lived, about fifty, then I'm going to be a writer." I always had this

sense that you lived, participated, and then you wrote about it. It never

crossed my mind to do the both simultaneously. I've never been able to write

well when drunk.

Well, now, I realize something. It's like hunting. I remember spending

a chill grey morning out for grouse. I crossed and recrossed the pine stands,

pausing every five steps, holding ray breath with my mouth open to hear better,

holding very still with nothing moving but my eyes to see a rustle among the

branches. Nothing, nothing. It got to be around twelve-thirty. The tightness

was off the day and my stomach was gnawing at itself fretfully. My hands

stung in the dryness of the cold with scratches from the bushes and brambles

I'd pushed through. I was getting a little careless, a little forced; im-

patient.

Suddenly I heard a "thup, thup, thup" and saw a branch bowing in the top

of a pine tree in front of me. As I held still, it shifted its weight, re-

vealing a full dark bird outline. I waited. It waited. I waited and it got

impatient. The branch bent again and it lunged out of the tree gliding down

into the grove at its back. I saw a flash of tan and a wide wing. My arms
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shook a little from having the gun raised for so long, and I just kept on

holding it. I watched the bird as it turned its wing and tail towards me

and I kept on watching the place where it had been in the air as it dis-

appeared in the darkness of the grove.

Some people call this "Buck Fever". That is, if you're a deer hunter.

The afternoon was dry and cold and very quiet. I felt like a fool. I be-

lieve I was waiting for some picture perfect shot, like a photograph out of

Field and Stream . Well, I saw a bird and just stood there looking at it,

waiting for it to position Itself for me. What I forget is that birds have

their own things they do, and their least favorite is hanging around the

kitchen waiting for dinner.

I think writing is like that. The time is never perfect, the shape of

what you're aiming at is never totally distinct against the darkness and

tangle of activities and diversions which surround it. But, you've just got

to take your shot, hoping for the best. I guess you also have to prepare

yourself to miss a lot, and only blast off feathers sometimes.
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